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Objective. To investigate the intra- and inter-rater reliability of three measurements on painful and pain-free sides in participants
with chronic low back pain (CLBP) at different ages.Methods. We recruited 60 participants with CLBP and divided them equally
into a group of younger participants with chronic low back pain (18≤ age≤ 35, Y-CLBP) and a group of older participants with
chronic low back pain (36≤ age≤ 65, O-CLBP). Participants were assessed by two testers within the same day (10min interval),
and one of the testers repeated the assessment program 24 h later. -e intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to assess
reliability. -e Pearson correlation coefficient was used to analyze the correlation between tactile acuity and age, waistline, and
pain-related variables. Results. In the Y-CLBP group, the intra-rater reliability of two-point discrimination (TPD), point-to-point
test (PTP), and two-point estimation (TPE) on the painful and pain-free sides was good (ICC range: 0.74–0.85), whereas the inter-
rater reliability of TPD, PTP, and TPE on the painful and pain-free sides was moderate to good (ICC range: 0.65–0.76). In the
O-CLBP group, the intra-rater reliability of TPD, PTP, and TPE on the painful and pain-free sides was good (ICC range:
0.75–0.85), whereas the inter-rater reliability of TPD, PTP, and TPE on the painful and pain-free sides was moderate to good (ICC
range: 0.70–0.85). Age, waistline, duration of pain, maximum pain, general pain, and unpleasant score caused by pain were
positively correlated with tactile acuity thresholds (D-TPD, A-TPD, PTP, and TPE) (r> 0.365, p< 0.05). When BMI was
controlled, age, waistline, and pain-related variables were positively correlated with tactile acuity thresholds (r> 0.388; p< 0.05).
Conclusion. In the participants of Y-CLBP and O-CLBP groups, TPD, PTP, and TPE have moderate-to-good intra- and inter-rater
reliability on the painful and pain-free sides of the fifth lumbar vertebrae.

1. Introduction

Chronic low back pain (CLBP) is related to the structural
and functional cortical changes in some brain regions [1],
including primary and secondary cortical reorganization
[2, 3].-e tactile acuity threshold is related to the integrity of
the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) [4, 5]. In patients
with CLBP, the cortical shift of the back is about 2 cm [2].
Patients with complex regional pain syndrome or phantom
limb pain exhibit changes in the S1 expression and two-point
discrimination (TPD) threshold [6, 7]. With the decrease in

pain intensity, somatosensory representation tends to be
normalized [8]. Normalization of cortical reorganization
may be associated with pain in patients with chronic pain
[9]. Whether or not cortical reorganization and tactile acuity
defects are the characteristics of all pain conditions remains
unclear. Tactile acuity training is a feasible target for the
treatment of pain. It can effectively relieve pain and improve
function [10], which lays a foundation for the research of
cortical reorganization.

Cortical reorganization in patients with CLBP has been
confirmed [2], and the research on cortical reorganization is
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deepening [10, 11]. Measuring cortical remodeling reliably
and effectively is necessary for clinical assessment and in-
tervention. Electroencephalography and functional mag-
netic resonance imaging are the gold standard methods for
measuring cortical remodeling [1, 12, 13]. -ese methods
require sophisticated technology, are time intensive, and are
of high cost. -erefore, evaluation methods that are cheap,
portable, and easy to operate have been developed in a clinic.
TPD is a simple clinical tactile acuity test for measuring the
minimum distance between two perceived points on the skin
[14]. It was originally used for the tactile acuity examination
of hands and fingers [15]. Recent studies have used TPD to
assess lower back tactile acuity [16]. -e point-to-point test
(PTP) is used to measure the distance between the location
point and the perception point on the participant’s skin. In
addition, the PTP has been widely used in the study of lower
back tactile acuity [17]. Two-point estimation (TPE) com-
pares the actual distance between two stimulus points with
the estimated distance of the participant. Compared with
PTP, TPE is unaffected by upper limb mobility because it
does not need upper limb rotation and posterior extension to
point out stimulus points during the test. Hence, TPE is also
used to evaluate lower back tactile acuity [18].

So far, the differences in tactile acuity between painful
and pain-free areas of the body have only been confirmed in
a few diseases, such as chronic neck pain [19]. Although
CLBP is a leading cause of disability worldwide, the dif-
ferences in tactile acuity between the painful and pain-free
sides of the fifth lumbar vertebrae (L5) in patients with CLBP
remain unknown [20]. In addition, low back pain can occur
in low-, medium-, and high-income countries and all ages
from children to the elderly [21]. Age is another major factor
affecting tactile acuity [22]. Growing evidence indicates that
the processing capacity of the central cortex changes with
age, which leads to changes in the composition of skin
receptors [23]. In healthy adults, tactile acuity declines at the
age of over 35 [24]. Age [25] and pain [26] are important
factors affecting cortical reorganization. -erefore, this
study has the following objectives: (1) to explore and confirm
the intra- and inter-rater reliability of TPD, PTP, and TPE in
the painful and pain-free sides of participants with CLBP at
different ages; (2) to compare the tactile acuity thresholds of
the painful and pain-free sides of participants with CLBP at
different ages; and (3) to explore the correlations between
tactile acuity and age, waistline, and pain-related variables.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design. In this study, 60 participants with CLBP
underwent the same TPD, PTP, and TPE tests conducted by
two testers at three time points to estimate their lumbar
tactile acuity. To obtain the reliability of the lumbar tactile
acuity, the results of the same tester’s pre- and post-test (24 h
interval) were compared to verify the intra-rater reliability,
whereas the results of the two testers were compared (10min
interval) to verify the inter-rater reliability. Two examiners
were blinded about the disease state and about which side of
the L5 was painful. -e characteristics of all participants
were recorded by another examiner before measurement.

2.2. Participants. With reference to a method described by
one study [27], the sample size was decided that for three
repeated measurements of TPD, PTP, and TPE for each
person and P1 (intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC)� 0.8,
P0 (ICC)� 0.6, with hypothesis of α� 0.05 and 80% power,
27 participants were needed for reliability analysis.
According to the age of participants with CLBP, a group of
younger participants with CLBP (18≤ age≤ 35, Y-CLBP)
and a group of older participants with CLBP (36≤ age≤ 65,
O-CLBP) were recruited, with 30 people in each group and
60 people in total.

Sixty-five participants with CLBP were enrolled in this
study. After excluding two participants with a history of
upper limb injury and three participants with bilateral low
back pain, 60 participants with CLBP (29 men and 31
women) were finally included.-e participants were divided
into a young CLBP group (Y-CLBP, 18≤ age≤ 35) and an
old CLBP group (O-CLBP, 36≤ age≤ 65).

-e inclusion and exclusion criteria of the participants
were derived from the study of Ehrenbrusthoff et al. [28].
Participants were included if (1) they were between 18 and
65 years old; (2) the duration of their CLBP symptoms has
lasted more than 6 months, and they have persistent
CLBP≥ 50% of the time in the past 6 months; (3) they
experience unilateral lumbar pain, with the pain area in-
cluding the L5; and (4) they have no damage to the
shoulders, elbows, and wrists, and their range of motion was
normal. Participants were excluded in this study if (1) they
have a mental or cognitive impairment, (2) they were in-
capable of understanding and executing oral or written
instructions, or (3) they had a history of spinal surgery. All
participants were informed of the content and purpose of the
experiment and signed a written informed consent form
before the test.

2.3. Preparation. Participants were comfortably prone on
the treatment bed with their lower back exposed [29, 30].
-eir upper limbs were naturally placed vertically on both
sides of the treatment bed. -e lower back was relaxed, and
the muscles were not contracted. According to the stan-
dardized palpation method in previous studies [31], the
examiner located the L5 spinous process and marked it with
a black pen, drew the horizontal axis at the L5 spinous
process level, and then drew two points on the left and right
sides 5 cm from the midline. Tactile acuity was measured at
these two points (Figure 1).-is standardization refers to the
scheme described in previous studies [16, 28].

2.4. Tactile Acuity Assessment. TPD, PTP, and TPE were
measured using a mechanical sliding caliper (Powerfix,
digital caliper: Z22855) with a measurement accuracy of
0.01mm. -e order of the test procedure and the examiner
was randomized.

TPD is a simple clinical tactile acuity test for measuring
the minimum distance between two perceived points on the
skin [14]. -e TPD test was evolved from the previous TPD
threshold measurement protocol [30]. It was measured
along the L5 horizontal line (1R or 1L) with reference to
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previous research methods [17]. First, TPD was carried out
in an ascending manner (A-TPD).-e calipers were used on
the premarked line until the first time they blanched the skin
[15]. -ey were used to stimulate the skin along the L5
horizontal line and the waist curve as much as possible so
that the two stimulating points reach the skin at the same
time but not in tandem. Testing started with a 20mm range
between the two tips of the caliper and widened in 5mm
increments until the participants could verbally report that
they have touched two points instead of one point. If the
participant initially identified that the stimulus was two
points, then the stimulus distance was increased by 5mm. If
the participant noticed two points again, then such cir-
cumstance was deemed to represent the conformity of the
identification, and the first distance identified by the two
points was treated as the TPD result. -is procedure was
based on a preliminary preview of the process. In the pre-
experiment, 1mm increments were time-consuming, and
participants reported that excessive stimulation easily
numbed the skin. Moreover, the ranges between 0 and
20mm were repeatedly confirmed as one point. Afterwards,
TPD was carried out in descending order (D-TPD) until one
point was perceived. -e starting distance of the caliper in
the descending series is the distance between two points
perceived by the patient in the ascending series. -e above
process was repeated three times. Hence, the TPD score
consisted of an average of six staircases, three increases and
three decreases. Lower values demonstrated better tactile
acuity.

-e PTP is used to measure the distance between the
location point and the perception point on the participant’s
skin. In recent years, the PTP has been used to study lower

back tactile acuity [17]. -e PTP test was carried out based
on a previously published study [17]. -e tester gently
touched one of the points (1R or 1L), and the participants
were asked to mark stimulus points with a pen in the prone
position. -e distance between the touched and marked
points was measured using calipers for the PTP. -e average
of three repeated tests was taken as the PTP score. Lower
PTP values demonstrated better tactile acuity.

TPE compares the actual distance between two stimulus
points with the estimated distance of the participant. Two
calipers were used in the TPE test; one for the tester and one
for the participant.-e tester applied a tactile stimulus along
the L5 horizontal line until the first time it blanched the skin
with a horizontal interval of 120mm [18, 30, 32] between the
tips of the caliper. -e participants were asked to manually
indicate their perceived distance with their calipers. -e
participants held the caliper and were blinded to the scale
and digital display on the back of the caliper. Each tester
repeated the measurements thrice, and the mean was
calculated.

2.5. Participants’ Profile. Before the test, the participants
were asked to report their current pain duration, general
pain intensity, pain unpleasantness, and maximum pain in
the last 3 months. -ey used a 10-point numerical rating
scale to express pain intensity and unpleasantness, with “0”
indicating no pain/no unpleasantness and “10” indicating
the most pain/the most unpleasantness. Pain duration was
assessed in months. In addition, the Oswestry Disability
Index (ODI) and the Roland–Morris Disability Question-
naire (RMDQ) were used to evaluate the function and
disability of the participants.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. All results were analyzed using
SPSS, version 20.0 (SPSS 3 Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). -e ICC
model (3, k) and the ICCmodel (2, k) were used in the intra-
rater and inter-rater reliability analyses, respectively. Dif-
ferent guidelines for classifying the ICC value, which is a
reasonable scale for expressing the grade of reliability, were
used as follows: >0.90, excellent; 0.75–0.90, good; 0.50–0.75,
moderate; and <0.50, poor [33]. Accuracy of the assessment
methods was evaluated by the standard error of measure-
ment (SEM) for the intra- and inter-rater reliability via the
following formula [34, 35]: SEM� SD×

�������
1 − ICC

√
, where SD

is the standard deviation of the measured results, and ICC is
the reliability coefficient of the data. Furthermore, SD could
represent the degree of spread of a data set. -e level of
variation of data will vary with the change in SD. Finally, the
result values were rounded to two decimal points and then
noted down. -e tactile acuity thresholds of the painful and
pain-free sides between the Y-CLBP and O-CLBP groups
were compared using the independent-sample t-test. To
explore the influence of related variables on tactile acuity
scores, we randomly selected the measurement results of
examiner A or B and used the Pearson correlation coefficient
to analyze the correlation between tactile acuity and age,
waistline, pain duration, maximum pain, general pain, and
pain unpleasantness. In addition, we used partial correlation

5cm

5cm

L1 R1

Painful Pain-free

L5

Figure 1: Positioning of measurement points. Localization of
measurement sites. -e painful area (for example, the left side) was
outlined with a pen and copied onto pain-free areas (for example,
the right side). -e black cross refers to the point about 5 cm from
the vertical distance of the L5 spinous process. -e TPD and TPE
tasks were performed in such a way that the caliper’s tips covered
the marked point, and the PTP task was performed in such a way
that the caliper’s tip stimulus marker points, painful, and pain-free
areas were complementary to each other.
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analysis to determine the correlation between age waistline,
pain-related variables, and tactile acuity when controlling
for BMI. -e magnitude of correlation is expressed by the
coefficient r. -e standard of statistical significance of all
tests was set as p< 0.05.

In this experiment, the Bland–Altman plot was used to
visualize the numerical distribution. From this analysis, the
difference between the two testers or between two sessions of
assessments was depicted against their average value. A total
95% of the discrepancy was assumed to be within the limits
of agreement (LOA).

3. Results

Table 1 shows the profiles and descriptive statistics of the
participants. Sixty participants were recruited, including
30 participants of Y-CLBP (15 females) and 30 partici-
pants of O-CLBP (16 females). No significant differences
in height and weight were found between groups
(p> 0.05). Compared with the Y-CLBP group, the
O-CLBP group showed significantly higher age, body
mass index, pain duration, maximum pain, general pain,
pain unpleasantness (using the digital rating scale), ODI,
and RMDQ scores (p< 0.05). Table 2 shows the raw mean
and SDs of TPD, PTP, and TPE. Table 3 shows the p value
of the tactile acuity threshold comparison between the
painful and pain-free sides in the Y-CLBP and O-CLBP
groups. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the threshold of tactile
acuity in the O-CLBP group was higher than that in the
Y-CLBP group (difference range: 1.97–25.92mm), and the
tactile acuity threshold of the painful side was higher than
that of the pain-free side (difference range: 0.2–13.21mm),
regardless of the examiner, TPD, PTP, or TPE variables,
and most of the differences were statistically significant (p
value range � 0–0.043, p< 0.05). In the Y-CLBP and
O-CLBP groups, the number of test items with significant
difference in the tactile acuity threshold between the
painful and pain-free sides was the same (i.e., 8). Nine test
items had significant difference in the tactile acuity
threshold on the painful and pain-free sides between the
two groups.

Tables 4 and 5 show the intra-rater and inter-rater re-
liability data, respectively, along with each session’s ICC,
95% confidence interval (CI), mean difference, SD, and SEM
for each group. For the sake of simplicity of data reporting,
the reliability coefficient was calculated by using the mean of
three measurement results. -e three measurements of the
Y-CLBP and O-CLBP groups showed good intra-rater re-
liability and moderate-to-good inter-rater reliability on the
painful and pain-free sides, respectively. In the Y-CLBP
group, the intra-rater reliability of D-TPD, A-TPD, PTP, and
TPE on the painful and pain-free sides was good, whereas
the inter-rater reliability of D-TPD, A-TPD, PTP, and TPE
on the painful and pain-free sides was moderate to good. In
the O-CLBP group, the intra-rater reliability of D-TPD,
A-TPD, PTP, and TPE on the painful and pain-free sides was
good, whereas the inter-rater reliability of D-TPD, A-TPD,
PTP, and TPE on the painful and pain-free sides was
moderate to good.

Considering that no significant difference in tactile
acuity scores was measured by examiners A and B, we
randomly selected one data set to perform e PTP test in-
creased, and the distance estimation between the t the
Pearson correlation coefficient analysis and partial corre-
lation analysis (Tables 6 and 7). Age, waistline, pain dura-
tion, maximum pain, general pain, and pain unpleasantness
were positively correlated with the tactile acuity (D-TPD,
A-TPD, PTP, and TPE) threshold (r> 0.365, p< 0.05).
When BMI was controlled, age, waistline, and pain-related
variables were positively correlated with tactile acuity
thresholds (r> 0.388; p< 0.05).

-e Bland–Altman plot confirmed the acceptable LOA
between the testers and the sessions, showing no systematic
deviation (Figures 2–9). Most of the differences (95%) were
spread within the LOA (difference± 1.96 SD). In the
Y-CLBP group, the intra-rater ICC range of the three
measurement methods on the painful and pain-free sides
was 0.74–0.85 (Figures 2 and 4); the inter-rater ICC range of
the threemeasurementmethods on the painful and pain-free
sides was 0.65–0.76 (Figures 3 and 5). In the O-CLBP group,
the intra-rater ICC range of the three measurement methods
on the painful and pain-free sides was 0.75–0.85 (Figures 6
and 8), whereas the inter-rater ICC range of the three
measurement methods on the painful and pain-free sides
was 0.65–0.76 (Figures 7 and 9).

4. Discussion

Results showed that the intra- and inter-rater reliability of
the three measurement methods in the Y-CLBP and
O-CLBP groups were good and moderate to good, re-
spectively. -e threshold of tactile acuity on the painful side
was higher than that on the pain-free side, and the tactile
acuity threshold of the O-LBP group was higher than that of
the Y-CLBP group.

-ree previous studies have reported the intra- and
inter-rater reliability of the lumbar TPD. Catley et al. [29]
reported that 28 doctors assessed the TPD of L3 spinal
level in 28 healthy young people and found that the intra-
rater ICC was 0.81 and the inter-rater ICC was 0.66.
Adamczyk et al. [17] indicated that two testers assessed the
TPD of L3 spinal level in 21 healthy young people and
found that the intra-rater ICC was 0.72 and the inter-rater
ICC was 0.56. Ehrenbrusthoff et al. [28] reported that two
testers assessed the TPD of the L5 spinal level in 35 s with
nonspecific CLBP (NCLBP), and three repeated mea-
surements revealed that the intra-rater ICC was 0.8 and
the inter-rater ICC was 0.53. In our study, including the
painful and pain-free sides, the intra-rater ICC ranges of
TPD in the Y-CLBP and O-CLPB groups were 0.74–0.82
and 0.75–0.81, respectively, and the inter-rater ICC ranges
of TPD in the Y-CLBP and O-CLPB groups were 0.66–0.75
and 0.72–0.78, respectively. Overall, the intra- and inter-
rater ICC ranges of TPD were similar between studies,
although some differences may be caused by differences in
measurement locations, measurement intervals, and
populations. Only one study confirmed the reliability of
PTP in healthy people [17]; this study assessed the PTP at
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Table 1: Participant characteristics.

Y-CLBP (18–35 yr) O-CLBP (36–65 yr) Total
n (%) 30 (50%) 30 (50%) 60 (100%)
Age (years) 25.23± 4.12 50.00 (10.47) 36.80 (15.29)
Height (cm) 170.17± 8.45 168.01 (7.66) 168.84 (8.08)
Weight (kg) 64.85± 9.62 67.59 (11.44) 66.07 (10.72)
BMI (kg/m2) 22.35± 2.66 23.95 (2.43) 23.15 (2.66)
Waistline (cm) 74.75 (4.76) 102.95 (6.23) 88.85 (15.24)
Sex, no. of females (%) 15/30 (50%) 16/30 (52%) 31 (52%)
Pain duration, month 25.50 (14.65) 93.97 (22.71) 59.73 (39.38)
NRS
Maximum pain 4.27 (1.08) 6.07 (0.74) 5.17 (1.29)
General pain 3.13 (1.01) 5.00 (0.79) 4.07 (1.30)
Pain unpleasantness 5.70 (0.88) 7.43 (0.86) 6.57 (1.23)

ODI 15.27 (4.46) 27.33 (4.82) 21.30 (7.63)
RMDQ 4.33 (1.09) 9.8 (2.71) 7.07 (3.43)
∗Values as mean units (±standard deviation); Y-CLBP� younger participants with chronic low back pain; O-CLBP� older participants with chronic low back
pain; BMI: body mass index. NRS�Numerical Rating Scale; ODI�Oswestry Disability Index; RMDQ�Roland–Morris Disability Questionnaire; SAS� self-
rating anxiety scale; SDS� Self-Rating Depression Scale.

Table 2: Raw tactile acuity scores collected by examiners A and B.

Group Method Order

Examiner A Examiner B

Painful side Pain-free
side Painful side − pain-free side Painful side Pain-free

side
Painful side −

pain-free side
Mean SD Mean SD Mean Mean SD Mean SD Mean

Y-CLBP

D-TPD 1 60.77 6.22 54.27 6.64 6.50 64.47 6.47 57.47 4.07 7.00
2 61.43 6.23 56.70 5.24 4.73

A-TPD 1 58.07 6.34 53.83 7.57 4.23 61.17 6.00 56.00 5.40 5.17
2 59.57 5.06 55.00 6.78 4.57

PTP 1 30.59 4.76 29.44 3.98 1.15 35.97 5.82 32.04 5.47 3.93
2 32.64 5.14 30.02 4.26 2.62

TPE 1 44.67 9.68 43.17 8.55 1.50 53.37 9.95 49.03 6.65 4.34
2 48.69 10.11 47.95 8.87 0.74

O-CLBP

D-TPD 1 68.73 8.56 63.10 7.95 5.63 66.90 7.88 65.03 5.49 1.87
2 65.33 8.23 61.53 5.36 3.80

A-TPD 1 65.20 6.93 61.70 6.74 3.50 67.63 6.98 62.53 5.16 5.10
2 63.63 6.26 63.43 7.20 0.20

PTP 1 40.42 7.67 31.82 6.58 8.60 38.62 6.64 34.77 7.75 3.85
2 35.78 9.10 32.00 7.74 3.78

TPE 1 70.59 10.15 60.78 7.87 9.81 68.31 10.85 55.10 7.35 13.21
2 65.99 8.14 58.24 7.69 7.75

O-CLBP − Y-CLBP

D-TPD 1 7.97 8.83 2.43 7.57
2 3.90 4.83

A-TPD 1 7.13 7.87 6.47 6.53
2 3.87 8.63

PTP 1 9.83 2.38 2.65 2.73
2 3.14 1.97

TPE 1 25.92 17.61 14.94 6.07
2 17.30 10.29

Data presented in the table are derived from the first session (day 1) by examiners A and B and the second session (day 2). SD� standard deviation; Y-
CLBP� younger participants with chronic low back pain; O-CLBP� older participants with chronic low back pain; O-CLBP − Y-CLBP� the tactile acuity
threshold of the O-CLBP group minus the tactile acuity threshold of the Y-CLBP group; D-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in a
descending manner; A-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in an ascending manner; PTP� point-to-point test; TPE� two-point estimation;
Painful side − pain-free side� the tactile acuity threshold on painful side minus the tactile acuity threshold on the painful side.
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Table 3: Comparison of tactile acuity thresholds between painful and pain-free side in two groups.

Examiner Variable PY PO PYO1 PYO2

Examiner A1

D-TPD 0.000b 0.011a 0.000b 0.000b

A-TPD 0.022a 0.052 0.000b 0.000b

PTP 0.314 0.000b 0.000b 0.097
TPE 0.527 0.000b 0.000b 0.000b

Examiner A2

D-TPD 0.002b 0.039a 0.043a 0.001b

A-TPD 0.004b 0.909 0.020a 0.000b

PTP 0.036a 0.088 0.107 0.227
TPE 0.763 0.000b 0.000b 0.000b

Examiner B

D-TPD 0.000b 0.292 0.197 0.000b

A-TPD 0.001b 0.002b 0.000b 0.000b

PTP 0.009b 0.019a 0.106 0.065
TPE 0.052 0.000b 0.000b 0.001b

-e independent sample t-test was used for statistical analysis. a: p< 0.05; b: p< 0.01; PY: comparison of the tactile acuity thresholds between the painful
and pain-free sides in younger participants with chronic low back pain (Y-CLBP); PO: comparison of the tactile acuity thresholds between the painful and
pain-free sides in older participants with chronic low back pain (O-CLBP); PYO1: comparison of the tactile acuity thresholds on the painful side between
the Y-CLBP and O-CLBP groups; PYO2: comparison of the tactile acuity thresholds on the pain-free side between the Y-CLBP and O-CLBP groups;
D-TPD � two-point discrimination test was carried out in a descending manner; A-TPD � two-point discrimination test was carried out in an ascending
manner; PTP� point-to-point test; TPE � two-point estimation.

Table 4: Intra-rater reliability of rater 1.

Group Method
Painful side Pain-free side

ICC 95% CI Mean difference SD SEM ICC 95% CI Mean difference SD SEM

Y-CLBP

D-TPD 0.75 0.48–0.88 0.67 6.18 3.09 0.74 0.45–0.87 2.43 6.06 2.84
A-TPD 0.77 0.51–0.89 1.50 5.73 2.69 0.82 0.62–0.91 1.67 7.15 3.03
PTP 0.82 0.63–0.91 2.05 5.02 1.81 0.85 0.68–0.93 0.58 4.09 1.58
TPE 0.85 0.69–0.93 4.02 10.02 3.32 0.82 0.61–0.91 4.78 8.97 2.84

O-CLBP

D-TPD 0.75 0.48–0.88 3.38 8.50 3.90 0.76 0.49–0.88 1.54 6.77 3.25
A-TPD 0.81 0.60–0.91 1.77 7.06 3.00 0.78 0.54–0.89 1.95 6.52 2.92
PTP 0.77 0.52–0.89 4.64 8.66 3.35 0.84 0.66–0.92 0.18 7.12 2.94
TPE 0.82 0.63–0.91 4.60 9.41 3.12 0.85 0.68–0.93 2.54 7.82 2.82

ICC� intraclass correlation coefficient; CI� confidence interval; mean difference� the difference between the mean of trials 1 and 2; SD� standard deviation;
SEM� standard error of measurement; Y-CLBP� younger participants with chronic low back pain; O-CLBP� older participants with chronic low back pain;
D-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in a descending manner; A-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in an ascending
manner; PTP� point-to-point test; TPE� two-point estimation.

Table 5: Inter-rater reliability of rater 1 and rater 2.

Group Method
Painful side Pain-free side

ICC 95% CI Mean difference SD SEM ICC 95% CI Mean difference SD SEM

Y-CLBP

D-TPD 0.66 0.22–0.85 3.70 6.57 3.41 0.66 0.22–0.84 3.20 5.69 3.01
A-TPD 0.70 0.32–0.86 3.10 6.31 3.16 0.75 0.48–0.88 1.00 6.61 3.17
PTP 0.65 −0.21–0.88 5.38 5.93 2.30 0.76 0.34–0.90 2.60 4.92 2.09
TPE 0.72 −0.18–0.91 4.68 10.67 3.85 0.73 −0.02–0.90 5.86 8.15 3.16

O-CLBP

D-TPD 0.75 0.48–0.88 1.82 8.21 4.11 0.72 0.42–0.87 1.97 6.84 3.55
A-TPD 0.77 0.51–0.89 2.43 7.00 3.21 0.78 0.53–0.89 0.85 5.97 2.80
PTP 0.80 0.58–0.90 1.80 7.17 3.13 0.75 0.40–0.89 2.95 6.30 2.89
TPE 0.85 0.68–0.93 2.28 10.48 3.92 0.70 0.04–0.89 5.69 8.08 3.52

ICC� intraclass correlation coefficient; CI� confidence interval; mean difference� the difference between the mean of trials 1 and 2; SD� standard deviation;
SEM� standard error of measurement; Y-CLBP� younger participants with chronic low back pain; O-CLBP� older participants with chronic low back pain;
D-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in a descending manner; A-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in an ascending
manner; PTP� point-to-point test; TPE� two-point estimation.
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Table 6: Correlation coefficient between age, waistline, pain-related variables, and tactile acuity.

Variables D-TPD A-TPD PTP TPE
Age 0.366 (0.004) 0.428 (0.001) 0.628 (0.000) 0.594 (0.000)
Waistline 0.469 (0.000) 0.483 (0.000) 0.669 (0.000) 0.694 (0.000)
Pain duration 0.419 (0.001) 0.469 (0.000) 0.655 (0.000) 0.635 (0.000)
Maximum pain 0.365 (0.004) 0.411 (0.001) 0.579 (0.000) 0.440 (0.000)
General pain 0.389 (0.002) 0.415 (0.001) 0.610 (0.000) 0.456 (0.000)
Pain unpleasantness 0.366 (0.004) 0.445 (0.000) 0.586 (0.000) 0.455 (0.000)
∗Values as r (P); D-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in a descendingmanner; A-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in an
ascending manner; PTP� point-to-point test; TPE� two-point estimation.

Table 7: Correlation coefficient between age, pain related variables and tactile acuity when controlling for BMI.

Variables D-TPD A-TPD PTP TPE
Age 0.410 (0.001) 0.456 (0.000) 0.615 (0.000) 0.605 (0.000)
Waistline 0.511 (0.000) 0.507 (0.000) 0.657 (0.000) 0.705 (0.000)
Pain duration 0.456 (0.000) 0.491 (0.000) 0.642 (0.000) 0.641 (0.000)
Maximum pain 0.388 (0.002) 0.421 (0.001) 0.561 (0.000) 0.432 (0.001)
General pain 0.413 (0.001) 0.425 (0.001) 0.594 (0.000) 0.448 (0.000)
Pain unpleasantness 0.390 (0.002) 0.457 (0.000) 0.568 (0.000) 0.448 (0.000)
Values as r (P), ∗ p< 0.05; D-TPD� two-point discrimination test was carried out in a descending manner; A-TPD� two-point discrimination test was
carried out in an ascending manner; PTP� point-to- point test; TPE� two-point estimation.
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Figure 2: Mean difference between the first and second series of measurements plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-
TPD), PTP, and TPE on the painful side of the Y-CLBP group.
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Figure 3: Mean difference between two examiners plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-TPD), PTP, and TPE on the
painful side of the Y-CLBP group.
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Figure 4: Mean difference between the first and second series of measurements plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-
TPD), PTP, and TPE on the pain-free side of the Y-CLBP group.
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three locations on the L3 level and found that the PTP
reliability at the location 5 cm away from the L3 spinous
process was the highest. In the above study [17], the inter-
rater ICC was 0.86 (measured at 10min interval), and the
intra-rater ICC values were 0.84 (measured at a 10-min
interval) and 0.85 (measured at a 1-week interval). Our
study found that the intra- and inter-rater ICC ranges of
PTP were 0.77–0.85 and 0.65–0.80, respectively. -e
difference between the two studies is that the measure-
ment sites were L3 and L5, and the participants were
healthy people and participants with CLBP, respectively.
In addition, the age of healthy participants is similar to
that of participants with Y-CLBP, but the PTP threshold of
the former is lower than that of the latter. -e difference in
PTP thresholds between two studies may be due to the so-
called expand problem in whole body perception of pa-
tients with CLBP [36, 37], which leads to overestimation
of trunk contour and two-point spacing.

Luedtke et al. [38] studied the reliability of two versions
of TPE (manual and oral) for the most painful and pain-free
sides of the lower back. -e inter-rater reliability of the
manual version (ICC� 0.75–0.91) was higher than that of the
oral version (ICC� 0.53–0.88). Moreover, the intra-rater
reliability (interval period was 2 days) of the manual version
(ICC� 0.75–0.91) was higher than that of the oral version
(ICC� 0.67–0.84). Similarly, in our study, the intra-rater
reliability of the manual version was 0.82–0.85, and the

inter-rater reliability was 0.70–0.85. -e difference is that we
tested the TPE reliability of the painful (not the most painful
area) and pain-free sides.

Previous studies have confirmed the reliability of TPD in
healthy people and patients with NCLBP [28, 29], PTP in
healthy people [17], and TPE in patients with CLBP [38]. Our
study confirmed that TPD, PTP, and TPE tests had good intra-
rater reliability and moderate-to-good inter-rater reliability in
participants with CLBP at different ages. -erefore, TPD, PTP,
and TPE tests can be extended to the evaluation of lumbar
tactile acuity in different populations and ages. -e present
study also found that the tactile acuity threshold of older people
(36–65 years) was higher than that of younger people (18–35
years), and the tactile acuity threshold of the painful side was
higher than that of the pain-free side, which coincided with the
previous findings that age [39] and pain [40] affect tactile
acuity. Previous studies have suggested that patients with CLBP
perceive the expanded or shrunken back image, which is called
the contract-expand problem [36, 37, 41]. Moseley [37] found
that five out of six CLBP patients cannot draw the outline of
their trunk, which is related to the larger TPD threshold. -is
qualitative observation has been more quantitatively demon-
strated in our research.

-e Pearson correlation coefficient showed that age,
waistline, pain duration,maximumpain, general pain, and pain
unpleasantness were positively correlated with TPD, PTP, and
TPE scores. -is observation shows that as the age, waistline,
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Figure 5: Mean difference between two examiners plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-TPD), PTP, and TPE on the
pain-free side of the Y-CLBP group.
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Figure 7: Mean difference between two examiners plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-TPD), PTP, and TPE on the
painful side of the O-CLBP group.
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Figure 6: Mean difference between the first and second series of measurements plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-
TPD), PTP, and TPE on the painful side of the O-CLBP group.
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pain duration, maximum pain, general pain, and pain un-
pleasantness increase, the threshold of TPD and the distance
between the stimulation point and perception point in the PTP
test increased, and the distance estimation between the two
tactile stimuli decreased. When BMI was controlled, age,
waistline, and pain-related variables were positively correlated
with tactile acuity thresholds (r> 0.388; p< 0.05). -is obser-
vation shows that age, waistline, and pain-related variables
were positively correlated with tactile acuity. Previous studies
have shown that pain-related variables influence TPE [18]. -e
TPD threshold of healthy people is independently related to
age, and the effect of age on the TPD threshold is significantly
affected by the waist-to-hip ratio [39]. -e effect of pain on
tactile acuity may be related to the relationship between the
tactile acuity threshold and the integrity of S1 [4, 5]. Patients
with CLBP have primary and secondary cortical reorganiza-
tion. An obvious clinical feature of altered S1 expression is the
change in tactile acuity [6, 7]. Previous studies have proved that
tactile acuity training can effectively relieve the pain [42, 43] of
patients with CLBP, normalize the cortical reorganization [10],
and improve tactile acuity [44].

4.1. Strengths and Limitations. In spite of the effective re-
liability of the three tests for tactile acuity (TPD, PTP, and
TPE), their validity types need further study. In this

experiment, the age group of the participants was limited
to 18–65 years; in the future, the age group should be
enlarged so that the three tests can be applied to more
people. Another limitation is that our evaluation program
is executed in a prone position. While this method refers
to other protocols, it may aggravate the pain for some
participants with CLBP. Future research could investigate
the measurement characteristics of this evaluation pro-
gram in the participant’s comfort position. In addition,
body hair, age, skin temperature, tiredness, attention,
collaboration, and stimulus strength are important factors
affecting tactile acuity measurement [29, 45–47].

-e primary advantage of the present study is its focus
on participants with CLBP of different ages and its
analysis on the intra- and inter-rater reliability for the
three assessment methods on their painful and pain-free
sides. Another advantage of this study is the comparison
of tactile acuity thresholds on the painful and pain-free
sides at different ages. -e study systematically reflected
the reliability of three assessment methods on both sides
of the L5 level in participants with CLBP as well as divided
the age group and painful side of the participants to
determine the effects of age and pain on tactile acuity
accurately. -e three assessment methods will hopefully
be extended to more patients with CLBP and applied to
more body regions.
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Figure 8: Mean difference between the first and second series of measurements plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-
TPD), PTP, and TPE on the pain-free side of the O-CLBP group.
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5. Conclusion

In the Y-CLBP and O-CLBP groups, TPD, PTP, and TPE are
reliable methods for measuring the tactile acuity of painful
and pain-free sides at the L5 level. -e reliability
(ICC≥ 0.65) of the three measurements is sufficient to assess
the tactile acuity of participants with CLBP in future studies.

Appendix

Figures 2–5 show the mean difference between the first and
second measurements of one examiner and the mean dif-
ference between the two examiners plotted separately
against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-TPD),
PTP, and TPE on the painful or pain-free sides of the
Y-CLBP group.-e solid horizontal line illustrates the mean
difference value with 95% limits of agreement (dotted lines).

Figure 6–9 show the mean difference between the first
and second measurements of one examiner and the mean
difference between the two examiners plotted separately
against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-TPD),
PTP, and TPE on the painful or pain-free sides of O-CLBP.
-e solid horizontal line illustrates the mean difference value
with 95% limits of agreement (dotted lines).
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Figure 9: Mean difference between two examiners plotted against the average scores of TPD (D-TPD and A-TPD), PTP, and TPE on the
pain-free side of the O-CLBP group.
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